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We firmly believe that by delivering the
pinnacle of sound excellence our equipment will speak for itself.
Passion for music, new technologies and
a culture of hard work are a fundamental
part of Lynx Pro Audio.

Our philosophy is to offer the most
advanced and technologically innovative sound reinforcement available
anywhere in the world.

Valencia, Spain

OCEANOGRAFIC

The Oceanographic of Valencia is one
of the most important marine complexes in the world, and is integrated
in the City of Arts and Science, one of
the most beautiful spots of the city.

With more than 15 million visitors since opening Valencia’s Oceanographic
is one of the most important marine
Aquariums of the world and the biggest in Europe.

The roof of the amphitheater holds
12 columns in combination with 6
subs. This combination is done with
six groups of 2 columns per sub evenly
distributed under the roof.

This park offers a huge space with
110.000 m2 where all the Seas and
Oceans are represented, from the Artic to Red Sea, including island habitats
and more than 500 species such as
sharks, morays, sturgeons and thousands of specimens of fishes and other
species like seals, birds or penguins.
And now some column speakers too,
from Lynx Pro Audio.

They park wanted to offer the best
experience for their visitors and have
just chosen Lynx Pro Audio systems
for the park’s daily dolphin show.

The rest of the cabinets are fixed very
close to the dolphin pool to reach the
first rows of seats, with 2 subs perfectly hidden from view.

20 ionic-100 column speakers together with 8 DR-N12 subs have been
recently installed in different positions
in the dolphinarium, including the roof
of the amphitheater and the borders of
the dolphin pool.

With a capacity of 1500 people this
dolphinarium is one of the biggest in
the world. The dolphins create a magical atmosphere and the ionic system
sonically enhaces the show.
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Valencia, Spain

MARINA BEACH CLUB

Located in Marina Real Juan Carlos I,
Valencia, the Marina Beach Club is fast
becoming one of the trendiest , go-to
spots in the city.
Boasting a restaurant, swimming pool,
stage, club, lounge and a number of
bars, the venue is ideal for those wanting to relax during the day or dance
to deep house music in the evening as
the sun sets.

With such a prime location and an incredible range of facilities available to
the guests, the management wanted to
ensure that the audio set-up was equally impressive.
With this in mind, a Lynx Pro Audio
system was chosen to enhance the
whole venue and provide the perfect
atmosphere.

The entire Marina Beach complex was
installed with Lynx Pro Audio’s ionic
column loudspeakers, along with products from QB series and HR series.
The restaurant, which overlooks the
picturesque beach and Mediterranean sea, has the capacity for over 100
guests and offers both traditional Mediterranean, as well as Tatami Japanese food.
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The restaurant and VIP area play background music while guests eat and
relax, so the discreet QB-5 cabinets
were selected, a total of 34 were installed to provide full coverage.
The club was possibly the most complex part of the installation to be carried out, due to it being open air, and
the fact that there are strict noise level

regulations, which had to be taken into
consideration.
With the aim not to exceed 95dB, the
technicians from Lynx Pro Audio together with local installation company,
Sistemas 2, studied the venue carefully
before coming up with a solution. Small
format loudspeakers were deemed the
best option to provide optimum SPL
throughout the space.

However, to create a party atmosphere, additional equipment was required.
Six QB-8 loudspeakers and four DRN12 subwoofers are installed around
the dancefloor, while four ionic-100
loudspeaker columns in combination with two HR-215S subwoofers
are split equally either side of the DJ
booth acting as the main FOH system.
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The ionic-100 was chosen for the dancefloor due the need for a truly directional
system, avoiding spill in to the other areas
and directing the sound exclusively to the
dancefloor. The ionic-100 also delivers
the high SPLs required at the club, as the
system only lose 3 dB with the increasing
distance, directing the sound straight to
the guests, without exceeding the permitted sound levels.
Elsewhere, in the chill-out area, which
is located in front of the swimming pool
where waiters serve cocktails and the
guests can lie down in the shade after a
swim, a further six ionic-50 column loudspeakers were installed to create relaxing
vibe.
The combination of a visually stunning
location, exceptional facilities and a highquality sound system, the Marina Beach
Club will continue to rise in popularity.

MARINA BEACH CLUB
Restaurant, lounge & club
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MARENOSTRUM FESTIVAL
EDM, electronic & house music festival
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Marenostrum Xperience festival has
been held in Valencia since 2014 and
has been regarded as one of the best
electronic music festivals in Spain,
where international DJ’s play for thousands of people for 2 days.

Valencia, Spain

Thanks to the “Xperience” concept, the
festival has expanded all the activities
included, as it is not only about dancing
but also of combining sea, fun and sport
for revelers from all over the world.
The Techno stage was equipped with
a Lynx Pro Audio system consisting of
a line array of 20 LX-V12 enclosures,
flying 10 units per channel.
For the front fill, eight LX-V8 units
were stacked in combination with the
subwoofer reinforcement, an alignment
of 26 LX-218S enclosures and the LX318C cardioid, all distributed evenly in
front of the stage.
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Montevideo, Uruguay

Pablo Alborán playing in Montevideo
Lynx Pro Audio systems are placed in the Summer Theatre “Ramón Collazo”
in Uruguay, where famous artists perform, thanks to Ganzua Touring
The famous Spanish singer Pablo Alborán performed last April 2018 in Montevideo, Uruguay. The concert was
held at the Summer Theatre “Ramón
Collazo”, one of the most important
entertainment venues in the city, for
its location and unique architecture.
Montevideo was one of the stops of
the “Tour Prometo 2018” of Pablo Alborán, a tour that has been carried out
through several Latin America countries, as well as Spain since February.
This tour has been one of the most
wanted of the hispanic music scene,
since the Singer has a lot of followers
in Spanish-speaking countries.

Lynx Pro Audio was present thanks to
the technical team of Gánzua CPMU,
who were in charge of assembling the
different audio systems in the stage.
Specifically, Juan Lujambio has been
the engineer in charge of assembling
the different systems they used to
sound the stage:
The main system contains a line of 24
LX-V12 cabinets, placing 12 on each
side of the stage; 12 LX-318C making
a physical bow and 3 LX-318C flown
in the center of the stage.
Three LX-V12 have been placed in the
front fill system, while 12 LX-V8 have

been placed in the outfill system, 6 on
one side and 6 on the other.
8 LX-V8 (4 per side) and 4 LX-218s (2
per side) have been used for the sidefill
system.
The sound system has been placed
like this to offer the best sound experience to the viewers. High performance auto-amplified line array
with integrated DSP have been used.
These array belong to the LX-Series,
developed specially for management
teams, concert halls, auditoriums,
outdoor events and large stadiums.
More pictures at www.lynxproaudio.com
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Famous latin singer Maluma
performed in Montevideo’s
municipal stadium (Uruguay)
with this line array.
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GANZUA is one of the most active rental
companies in Latin America. Their objetive
is to be a quality reference and provide the
big tours. The best shows of Uruguay are
made by Ganzua combining Lynx V12 with
Lynx V8 systems.
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Multi Media M&E GmbH
Multiple events in Germany
Multi Media Marketing & Event GmbH is a
very important rental company from Münster (Germany). They offer PA and lighting
solutions for a wide range of events from
commercials to Live Music.
They can cover fair trades, congress, galas,
sports events, politics & social events, festivals, entertaining clients, brand events &
multiple installations.
Events like Strandfieber Festival or
Tante Mia Tanzt have been organised by this company using Lynx Pro
Audio’s professional audio systems.
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STRANDFIEBER FESTIVAL
Bockhorn, Germany
The Stransfieber Festival a big Electro
Party held in Goldenstedt (Germany)
organized by Multimedia M&E GmbH.
For the latest edition (Summer 2016)
they mounted three stages using Lynx
Pro Audio line arrays LX-V12, LX-V8
and LX-F6.
These are some of the Deejays who
mixed for this party: Bassjackers,
DANNIC, EDX, Loudgarden, Vol2Cat,
Mark Bale, Steve Norton, David Puentez, Housedestroyer, LOVRA, Chris
Packer, Ron Rockwell and others.
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Gutenberg: a 360-degree show
Montevideo, Uruguay
‘Gutenberg’ is a 360-degree show premiered at Antel
Arena in Montevideo (Uruguay) celebrating 100 years
of the newspaper “El País”. Gutenberg is a show that
makes a journey from the use of printing to the digital
era. The show tells a story around the figure of Johannes Gutenberg, the inventor of the printing, to this day.
The design consists of giant goblin which simultaneously acts as a screen moving the viewer from the
15th century to the present day.

The show also has side stages, giants, acrobatics, mapping, live music, classical and contemporary dance,
etc… All these elements merge to create a 360-degree
show.
Ganzúa Producciones has been in charge of providing
the audio from what can be called the event of the
year in Uruguay. To equip the entire stadium and ensure that the acoustics were perfect it has been used
powerful line arrays from Lynx Pro Audio, specifically
LX series: LX-V12, LX-V8, LX-218S and LX-318C.
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CINEMA UNDER
EXTREME CONDITIONS
Kautokeino, Norway
Ice Adventure is an Artic event which
is held annually in Kautokeino, located
at around 70 degrees north, far beyond the arctic circle.
Lynx pro audio products were used
for the night show, including a drivein cinema for snowmobiles. This is the
worlds northernmost Lynx system.

When the event was held the outside
temperature was a chilling -32 degrees
Celsius and the speakers performed
great.
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“Our audio systems are able
to perform under extreme
conditions: outside, during
winter in Norway, with temperatures under -32º C”

Fireworks, live music and open
air cinema at Ice Adventure
event in Kautokeino, Norway.
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SEOUL’S NATIONAL MARITIM MUSEUM
국립해양문화재연구소

Seoul, Korea

The Seoul’s National Maritime Museum is the third lagest museum in South Korea. The museum was inaugurated
on July 9 (2012) and is located in Dongsam-dong, Yeongdo-gu, Busan. The museum exhibits more than 12,000
maritime relics, including the ‘Joseon Missional Ship’ which is the largest replica in South Korea - half the size of the
actual ship.
Korea National Maritime Museum is a maritime space to promote maritime culture and contribute to development
of maritime industry by excavation, preservation, research and exhibition of maritime heritage.
Korea National Maritime Museum is exhibiting valuable relics and materials related to the ocean from home and
abroad and is progressing diverse marine experience and educational programs.
ADP-15, QB-8, ADP-15M and ADP-18S have all been used for the main auditorium of The National Matime Museum in Seoul, Korea.
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Inside Seoul’s National Maritim Museum
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FORT POLK CHAPEL
Louisiana, USA

Houses of worship are part of our installations.
U.S Army has the Fort Polk Main Chapel placed in Louisiana.
This chapel has worship services, religious education and events related such as weddings, holiday services, baptisms and family life counseling.
It has special worship services for catholic, contemporary, traditional,
protestant, jewish, islamic and others. In addition, there is a special
women ministry, very common in many military chapel communities.
Lynx F6 systems are used into the Fort Polk Chapel in order to get the
best experience in their religious ceremonies.
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MULTISPORT VECHTA

Vechta, Germany
Multisport Hall, house of the German
Bundesliga Schüttorf Volleyball club.
The club’s own Holmers-Kamp Stadium on Salzbergener Straße, which is
managed by the city of Schüttorf, holds
5,000 spectators. It has a 120-seat covered grandstand and floor braces on
all sides of the course.
In 1991, the first football pitches were
inaugurated, the official opening of
the “Schüttorf Sports Park” took place
in 1995. The sound reinforcement of
the whole venue has been done with
ADP-12 powered cabinets. to offer
the maximun cover during matches.
As a recreational sports club , FC
Schüttorf 09 offers badminton , archery , boules , football , handball ,
karate , swimming , table tennis , volleyball , gymnastics , water polo as
well as numerous fitness, health and
rehabilitation sports courses . With
43 teams form the handball players
next to the footballers, the largest department of the club.
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LUANDA ARENA
Roller Hockey World Cup
Luanda, Angola
The construction of the Luanda Arena was linked to the organisation of a
first-class sporting event: The Roller
Hockey World Cup, hosted by Angola. Located on the Angolan capital, the
new multisport stadium has a seating
capacity for 13.000 spectators and a
park car for 800 vehicles.

The Luanda Arena has hosted numerous games of the Roller Hockey
World Cup, including the final. 16 cabinets LX-V8 have been used for the
P.A. of the World Cup games. These
line arrays cabinets were flown over
the corners, in clusters of 4 units per
array.
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VALENCIA
BASKET
CLUB

FUENTE DE SAN LUÍS SPORTS HALL
Valencia, Spain

On June 16 Valencia Basket won their
first ACB League with Lynx Pro Audio
systems providing the club with the
sound for this sporting achievement.
The Fuente de San Luis arena is the
home of Valencia Basket and the sound
system in the stadium is exclusively
Lynx Pro Audio with the Spanish maufacturer providing the sound for every
match during the 2016-2017 season.
Local sound & video company, Sonovideo has been in charge of the technical
part for the complete season, ensuring
that the Fuente de San Luis provided a

VALENCIA BASKET
SPORTS HALL

spectacular atmosphere, not to mention sound for all the spectators.
The Lynx Pro Audio equipment installed in the stadium is flown over two
sections of VMB truss structure hanging from the roof and coinciding with
the central area of the court and located above the video marker. On the
truss there are 8 arrays flown with a
total of 12 LX-V8 and 16 CXA-12 line
array enclosures used.
The arrangement of the boxes consists of 2 different line array series.
On the one hand there are four groups

of CXA-12 with three boxes per array
that cover the two sides of the court.
On the other hand there are four
groups of LX-V8 with 3 enclosures per
array that cover the farthest tiers located behind the baskets. Both systems
are high output, self-powered line
array enclosures with built-in DSP and
FIR technology, ideal for installation
projects.
ARK digital processors, also manufactured by Lynx Pro audio were used for
control and to ensure the perfect operation of the entire system.
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L’ ALQUERÍA DEL BASKET

Valencia, Spain

Next to the pavilion of the Fuente de San Luis, in Valencia (Spain), rises the biggest installation of Europe for a basketball
youth team: “L’Alqueria del Basket”. This spectacular pavillion opened in 2016 by the champion of the last Endesa League
and last Super Cup. The enclosure, of 15,000 m² of surface and 18 million euros of cost, lodges 13 courts (9 covered and
four outdoors), with a last generation parquet, three changing rooms per track, and all the complementary equipments for
training 500 boys and girls and give support to professional teams, male and female, of the Valencia Basket Club.
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“LA FE” HOSPITAL
Valencia, Spain

La Fe hospital is one of the largest medical centres in Spain. La Fe hospital
has chosen Lynx Pro Audio for its main
auditorium as well as its many individual training rooms. The Auditorium
seats 600 people and there are a total
of 16 training rooms for medical training and lectures.

fill and delay an ARK-7048 was used
enabling complete adjustment of all
parameters ensuring the maximisation
of the complete system set-up.

The LX-F6 was chosen as FOH for the
auditorium and used QB Series QBD6 cabinets as front fill and under
balcony reinforcement.
There are 6 LX-F6 installed per side
together with one LX-215S sub-bass
cabinet integrated in to the wall behind each line array configuartion to
reduce bulk in the auditorium.
Because of the large size of the room
four QB-D6 were used horizontally
and were installed in the wooden stage delivering precise coverage for the
front seats.
Another four QB-D6 were used underneath the rear balcony for the far-end
seats and were also integrated in the
ceiling. For controlling the PA, front-
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SHANGHAI STAR RIVER HOTEL
上海浦东星河湾酒店

Shanghai, China
The Star River Hotel of Shanghai is a luxury international hotel which boasts 260 rooms featuring relaxing waterfront
views alongside the Bund of Huangpu river.
Lynx Pro Audio systems were installed in the function
rooms, dining, banquet and bars, including a 3000 capicity Grand Ballroom.
The equipment included Lynx F6 Line Array, ADP Series
self-powered cabinets, ARK Digital processors and SX Series amplifiers.
The 5-star Chateau Star River Pudong Shanghai Hotel
(Pudong Xinghewan Jiudian) is a member of The Leading
Hotels of the World, situated in Lujiazui Financial District.
Just a five-minute drive from Shanghai New International
Expo Centre and 10 minutes away from The Bund, the hotel stands beside the line 7 Metro station.
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JENA UNIVERSITY
Jena, Thuringia, Germany
It is not just the student tradition (since 1558) that makes Friedrich Schiller
University Jena the university of choice, but the high regard in which the
practice-orientated courses are held.
Their courses have all gained top-ranking from prestigious magazines.
The strength of Jena as a scientific
community is its ability to exceed limits. Both auditoriums at the Friedrich-Schiller Univerity in Jena have
been equipped with the Lynx LX-F6
Line Array. The LYNX F6 was odds-on
favourite after a previous “Shoot out“
between another 3 highly regarded
manufacturers.
“The LYNX F6 provides outstanding
speech intelligibility and easy handling, as well as offering the opportunity

to observe the behaviour via OMS (Online
Monitoring System),”
commented Andreas
Karstens, the engineer
responsible for the installation.
“I am more than satisfied about the decision and even more
satisfied with the Lynx
F6 results”. VST from
Saalfeld were in charge of the installation
and carried out the
entire contract for media, audio and
video for the whole university which
has more than 21.000 students. All in
all 24 LX-F6 cabinets as well as 4 LX215S sub-bass cabinets with flying
frames are installed in both audito

riums. Each auditorium accommodates between 800 to 1.000 students.
The University of Jena is one of the
most modern scientific institutions with scientists who are world-class in
their respective fields.
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CAMPING MARJAL
Alicante, Spain
Camping Marjal is an eco camping resort
located into a Natural Park in Alicante
(Southern Spain). QB series has been used
for the leissure areas.
Marjal Guardamar Camping & Resort is one
of the most modern tourist complexes in the
Mediterranean. It is located in Guardamar
del Segura, Alicante, next to the pine and
eucalyptus forests that make up the Natural Park of the Dunes. Near extensive sandy
beaches of more than 20 km in length.
Marjal Camping & Resort offers a unique experience during
holidays. You will have a close and personal attention with all
the services you can imagine: large plots, bungalows, tropical
pools, heated pool, gym, spa, restaurant, cafeteria, mini club ...
In addition they offer a wide variety of entertainment activities
kids and grown ups.
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Punta del Este, Uruguay

PLATINO AWARDS
The Platino Awards is a live show with
the best of the year about Latin music and cinema. This amazing gala was
broadcasted to more than 50 countries of the Latin American community.
The 2016 edition was held at Punta
del Este Convention Centre (Uruguay)
where the most outstanding figures of
the Ibero-American cultural industry
gathered. Lynx Pro Audio was present
through the technical team of Ganzúa,
who mounted a line array LX-V12 as
P.A. main event.
Paulina Rubio, Natalia Oreiro, Ruben
Rada and Diego Torres were on stage
for this great music show. The Spanish
Santiago Segura and the Mexican Adal
Ramones participated in the beginning
of the gala.

A line array system LX-V12 was
commissioned to sound the pavilion
that had a large number of invited
guests. Natalia Oreiro surprised singing “Garota de Ipanema” to open the
musical show that marked the begin-

ning of the gala. Paulina Rubio then
went on stage, with a performance that gave a lot to talk about. The
show ended with a beautiful version
of the tango “Volver” sung by Ruben
Rada and Diego Torres.
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SHEILA ON 7 IN JATIM FAIR
Surabaya, Indonesia
Last 14th of October the famous band Sheila
on 7 performed at Jatim Fair 2018 in Surabaya,
Indonesia. The main stage was equipped with Lynx
Pro Audio’s professional sound systems provided
by Melodia Production, the main distributor of Lynx
Pro Audio in Indonesia.
Rudy Winarto, the CEO of Melodia Production had
the chance to speak with Eross Candra, the guitarrist
and leader of the group, after the performance at
Jatim Fair stage with our Lynx Pro Audio systems.

awarded several times at Indonesian Music Awards,
Indonesian Choice Awards and more. They have
more than 456.000 followers on Instagram and
182.000 on Facebook.
This 6 day anual event was held at the Grand City
Mall & Convex Surabaya from 9th October to 14th
October 2018. Jatim Fair showcases products like
handmade jewelry, home decor, clothing, body care
products, glass art or gourmet treats.

Candra stated: “I found the whole GXR system,
especially the GXR-12 monitor amazing. There was
such detail in the frequency range that I could clearly
hear my own guitar as well as the vocals and other
instruments. I have never experienced that before
from other systems and enjoyed using it very much”.
Sheila on 7 is an alternative rock band from
Yogyakarta (Indonesia) that has been performing
since 1996. They have launched eight studio albums
with high impact and have been nominated and
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BIG LOVELY TV SHOW

Hong Kong, China
Big Lovely is an awards ceremony for
China’s TV celebrities. Phoenix TV
used the following Lynx equipment.
The set-up included a Lynx LX-V8 Line
Array which comprised of a total of 16
LX-V8 cabinets flown from each side
of the venue with LX-218S lending the
sub bass reinforcement. For the front
fill 4 LX-F6 and 2 LX-215S were used.
The sound system was complemented
with various ADP-215, ADP-15 and
QB-12 cabinets placed strategically
around the venue. QB-M12 were used
as the stage monitors with SX series
amplification. ARK processors were
used for the control further strengthening the performance of the complete
system.

Phoenix Satellite Television Holdings Ltd or Phoenix Television
is a Hong Kong–based, Cantonese and Mandarin-language television broadcaster that serves the Chinese mainland and
Hong Kong along with other markets with substantial Chinese
viewers. It has six different television channels

The Big Lovely Gala was attended by
numerous Chinese celebrities and pop
groups and received generous press
coverage.
Phoenix features a mix of programmes, ranging from political and economic news and current affairs through
talk shows, film and music reviews to
movies, and mini series in both Chinese and foreign origins.
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ROAD FIGHTING CHAMPIONSHIP
Daejeon, South Korea
The Road Fighting Championship (Road FC), a South
Korean championship based on mixed martial arts
(MMA), was held in the South Korean city of Daejun.
12 combats for the Road FC 50 were celebrated in the
Daejeon Chungmu Gymnasium.
In the event, the powerful GXR line array sound systems guaranteed a better sound quality in order
to transmit the fights, the music, the explanations
throughout the venue. The company in charge of the
installation has been Soundphile, our official distributor in South Korea.
While the combats in the octagon followed one
another, several GXR-LA10A systems and GRR-D18A
subwoofers were flown around. This series have all
the power levels and the benefits of a first class system, being a perfect solution for any kind of installation project as well as versatile, practical and reliable.

The Road FC has been held 38 times since 2010, with a
total of 456 MMA bouts in South Korea, Japan and China. More than 300 athletes from around the world have
signed contracts with Road FC. These events are broadcast in more than 50 countries, on 12 television channels and on streaming platforms such as YouTube.
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MYA CLUB
Most elegant nightclub in Valencia
Valencia, Spain

MYA is a nightclub with an elegant concept located in El Umbracle, near the
City of Arts and Sciences in Valencia,
one of the most beautiful spots of the
city. MYA is defined as a contemporary
and distinguished space for nightly entertainment.

latest technology in audio design and
provides a first-class sound quality to
the entire venue. Specifically, two amplifiers have been used: HPX-12000
and a DSX-1500, which have a full configurable digital signal processor to get
the most out of the sound equipment.

MYA is placed in a privileged area,
with a terrace at l’Umbracle, allowing
its customers to glimpse the city while
sitting on the sofas or drinking a glass
of wine.
The club has three different rooms
with a capacity of 2000 people and
in each one of them different music
styles are offered: in the main room
predominates EDM music, in the lobby
you can hear latin rhythms, and in the
“BEATS room” offers hip-hop mixed
with reggaeton.

In addition, it uses the ARK-7048 processor that allows the use of high precision filters with outstanding sound
quality and clarity. This processor
offers an atmospheric compensation
function, ideal while working outdoors
or where the temperature and humidity can change considerably.

MYA, the most fancy nightclub in Valencia

Lynx Pro Audio has been responsible for providing the sound at
BEATS room, featuring eight DS-12A
speakers and twelve Lynx Pro Audio
DS-18S speakers, in a discreet black
color, in perfect harmony with the
lights and design of the venue. The DS
series is specially designed for nightclubs and discos, offering a unique experience thanks to the high power of
its coupled speaker and subwoofers.
Amplifiers of the DSX and HPX series
have been installed, which include the
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JERUSALEM CLUB
Valencia, Spain

In the heart of the city of Valencia is
the Jerusalem Club, one of the most
popular halls of the Valencian night
and perhaps the most musically diverse throughout its long night-life history.
Housed in an Art Deco building, this
venue opened as silent cinema in
1928 and continued its activity as a
cinema until 1985. After being closed
for a few years reopened its doors in
the early 90’s as a dance hall and nightclub. Since then Jerusalem Club has
been maintaining its activity until becoming a seductive concert hall, with
a privileged location in the center of
Valencia.
This is a large club oriented today to
people looking forward to listening to
good music, old and new. That’s why
one of their main activities are the concerts, with bands immersed in small
format tours or even tribute bands, a
formula very well received among fans
of live music. The club is distributed

on two floors and have a very unique
design as it maintains its old theater
structure, with upper balcony included.
The club is fully equipped with Lynx
Pro Audio’s ADP series self-powered

enclosures. The stage offers a compact
P.A. system consisting of four ADP-15
with two ADP-18S subwoofers. And
for the rest of the club they use 20 x
ADP-26 enclosures , all evenly distributed around the central hall and the
balcony space.
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SPANISH PUBS
Oh La La Music & Bar, Liceo & Gabanna
Eat, drink & party
Albacete’s pubs are unique because
they adapt their offer throughout the
day. During light hours, people gathers
there to drink and eat tapas both inside and outside. When evening arrives,
they transform into pubs with neon colors and music for all tastes.
Both Oh La La Music & Bar and Liceo
are placed in Concepción Street, one
of the most crowded streets in the center of Albacete. Near them, in Tejares
street, you can find Gabanna CopasBar, which is another pub during night
and restaurant during the day.

Albacete, Spain
Thanks to the set up of professional
audio systems by Lynx Pro Audio it has
been possible to enhance the environment, ensuring good acoustic coverage
in each of the venues.
Oh La La uses twelve HR-26 cabinets,
two HR-18s and two HR-218s to make
sure the sound surrounds the entire
venue. In addition to one ARK 2048
processor and three RS4-4000 amplifiers.
Liceo also makes use of eight HR-26 cabinets and two HR-18s; one ARK 2048
processor and two RS4-4000 amplifiers.

Gabanna Copas & Bar is set up with
eight HR-26 and two HR-18s, because
these cabinets are specially designed
to clubs and discos. They offer good
music coverage.
Also, one ARK-2024 processor, RS42000 and RS4-4000 amplifiers are
used in the venue.
This audio equipment lights up the environment and provides a better partying experience.
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MOON VALENCIA
Valencia, Spain
Electronic Disco sessions and poprock live concerts, that makes Moon
Valencia Club one of the most popular
places of the Valencian nightlife . With
a LX-V8 system in combination with
ADP cabinets, This club offers two
rooms and multiple bars.

tence. The renewed life of Noise, old
Roxy Club, has again with blank pages
ready to rewrite the history of music in
Valencia. An unbeatable space to enjoy
live music.

Moon is a multi-space area where the
most advanced technology, technical
equipment and diversity of services
meet. An innovative and avant-garde
distribution makes this space of your
company, brand, product or private
party a unique packaging and style.
For the FOH they are using a rigging
line array with 12 LX-V8, 4 LX-12s and
an ARK6048 processor.
A mythical place in the Valencian music scene, widely known by the public,
and with almost half a century of exis-
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BOUET RESTAURANT
Valencia, Spain
Bouet is a space intended and designed
to generate emotions linked to pleasure
in all its senses.
It is formed by a team of young and
enthusiastic people, passionate about
restoration and its craft processes.
With a new ethical, healthy, fresh and
exotic culinary style.
New proposals are constantly being
created giving shape to a new sensory
experience.
In this space the experience is multiplied with good music, provided by Lynx
Pro Audio ultra compact QB-5 cabinets
and DR-N12 subwoofers.
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Index:
Outdoor installations
1. Oceanografic - Spain
2. Marenostrum - Spain
3. Marina Beach Club - Spain
4. Pablo Alborán - Uruguay
5. Strandfieber Festival - Germany
6. Artic drive-in cinema - Norway
7. Multi Media M&E Rental Germany
Indoor Installations
1. Seoul National Maritim Museum - Korea
2. MYA club - Spain
3. Multi sports hall Font San Lluis - Spain
4. La Fe Hospital - Spain
5. Star River Hotel - China
6. Latin America Cinema Awards - Uruguay
7. Jerusalem Club - Spain
8. Fort Polk Chapel - USA
9. Jena University - Germany
10. Roller Hockey World Cup - Angola
11. Multisports Vechta - Germany

